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Abstract
Bounded fairness, a stronger notion than the usual fairness based on eventuality, can be used, for example, to relate the frequency of shared resource
access of a particular process with regard to other processes that access the
resource with mutual exclusion. We formalize bounded fairness by introducing a new binary operator into temporal logic. One main di erence between
this logic and explicit-time logics, one which we consider to be an advantage
in many cases, is that time does not appear explicitly as a parameter.
The syntax and semantics for this new logic, kTL, are given. This logic is
shown to be more powerful than temporal logic with the eventuality operator
and as powerful as the logic with the until operator. We argue that kTL can
be used to specify bounded fairness requirements in a more natural manner
than is possible with until; in particular, we show properties that can be
expressed more succinctly in kTL. We also give a procedure for testing
satis ability of kTL formulas.
As applications of bounded fairness, we specify requirements for some
standard concurrent programming problems, and show, for example, that
Dekker's mutual exclusion algorithm is fair in the conventional sense, but
not bounded fair. We also give examples of bounded fair algorithms.

1 Introduction
Fairness means that every process gets a chance to make progress, regardless
of what other processes do. The distinguishing feature of a large class of
fairness notions is eventuality, that is, fairness is de ned as a restriction on
some in nite behavior according to the eventual occurrence of some events
[7]. Temporal logic (with the modal operators, and ) has been used
as a tool to specify and analyze such fairness properties [19, 20]. Gabbay, et
al. [8], added the U (until ) operator to formalize aspects of responsiveness
(for example, the absence of unsolicited response) and fairness (for example,
strict fairness).
In many applications (including real-time applications) the weak commitment of eventual occurrence may not be sucient. Instead, for some
systems, such as ight control and process control systems, it is required
that time bounds on their behavior be met. It is then necessary to specify
and reason about time explicitly. Many explicit-time logics have been proposed for such applications (see [21, 9, 17]). While eventual occurrence is a
weak commitment, explicit mention of time is restrictive and undesirable in
many situations. For example, the following is a plausible requirement: any
process pi that requests a resource (such as a critical region) be granted the
resource within the next k times it is granted to a process arriving after pi .
This requirement relates the frequency of shared resource access of a particular process with that of other processes (which access the resource with
mutual exclusion). This is stronger than the eventuality requirement, but,
nonetheless, does not need the explicit mention of time. This notion of kbounded fairness allows one to express a variety of fairness notions elegantly:
from k=1, corresponding to the f irst come f irst served (FCFS) discipline
(which may be too restrictive) to k = 1, corresponding to the (totally unrestricted) eventuality concept. Note that bounded fairness, though suited
to real-time applications, makes no assumption about the relative progress
of processes; that is, a process' execution rate on a processor is independent
of the execution rate of another process. Such rate assumptions would make
solutions more restrictive and time-dependent.
In the literature, bounded fairness has been mentioned in speci c contexts or en passant. For example, Fagin and Williams [6] de ne fairness in
the context of a carpool scheduling algorithm which is intuitively similar
to our idea of bounded fairness. Manna and Pnueli [16] mention \bounded
overtaking" which is the same as our idea of fairness. In this paper, we provide practical motivation for using this concept, and show how a rigorous
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temporal logic analysis can be done.
The layout is as follows: In Section 2, we give a semi-formal description
of bounded fairness through the process model and show how to specify
bounded fairness requirements for standard concurrent programming problems. In Section 3, we extend linear temporal logic [19] to include a new
k@ , which formally captures our intuitive idea of bounded
binary operator ,
@
fairness. The syntax,and semantics for this logic, kTL, are given. In Section
4, we give some properties of kTL. In particular, we prove that this logic
is more powerful than the temporal logic with the modal operators and
and precisely as powerful as temporal logic with the until operator U ,
and give an example showing the succinctness made possible with the new
operator. In Section 5, we describe the construction of a semantic tableau
for kTL which gives a decision procedure for satis ability. In Section 6, we
give applications of bounded fairness. In particular, we show that Dekker's
solution to the (two process) mutual exclusion problem is fair in the conventional sense, but not k-bounded fair for any xed value of k. In the last
section of the paper, we discuss some possible extensions to this research.
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2 Bounded Fairness
We work in the context of the concurrent processing of several asynchronous
processes. To make our ideas concrete, we de ne fairness using the state
transition model of Burns, et al. [3]. It will become obvious to the reader
that bounded fairness could be de ned for other abstract models of concurrent computation (for example, the model described in [5]). Our process
model, then, is a set of states with a transition function. More formally, a
process Pi is a triple hV; Xi; pii where V is a set of values and Xi is a (possibly countably in nite) set of states partitioned into disjoint sets Ri , Ti, Ci ,
and Ei, corresponding to the remainder, trying, critical, and exit regions
of process Pi , respectively. The remainder set Ri is non-empty; the other
partitions, Ti ; Ci, and Ei, can be empty. The state transition function pi :
V  Xi ! V  Xi has the following properties:
1. x 2 Ri ; v 2 V imply pi (v; x) 2 V  (Ti [ Ci);
2. x 2 Ti ; v 2 V imply pi (v; x) 2 V  (Ti [ Ci);
3. x 2 Ci ; v 2 V imply pi (v; x) 2 V  (Ei [ Ri );
4. x 2 Ei ; v 2 V imply pi (v; x) 2 V  (Ei [ Ri).
2

Note that, for convenience, we refer to a process by the region to which
it currently belongs instead of referring to it by its associated triple.
The usual fairness requirement expressed in linear temporal logic [19],
using the above process model, is

pi 2 Ti 

3(pi 2 Ci)

(1)

This assertion states that the process, which is currently in its trying region,
eventually enters its critical region.
For some applications we would want a stronger assertion than (1),
namely that the entry of any process into its critical section is k-bounded
fair. The parameter k is a xed positive integer referred to informally as the
k@ p is read \p is k-bounded to q " and is true at a
bound. The formula q ,
@
, if p is true at one of the next k instances that q
particular state if and only
is true. (Note the assumption of a linearly ordered time sequence.) De ne
the proposition
q: a scheduler allows a process pi or another process arriving
after pi into the respective critical region.
Then k-bounded fairness for pi is expressed as follows:

@
pi 2 Ti  q ,
(2)
@k, (pi 2 Ci)
meaning that a process pi wanting to enter its critical region is guaranteed
to do so at one of the next k times that either pi or a process arriving after
pi is scheduled.

The following two examples illustrate how bounded fairness requirements
may be speci ed for standard concurrent programming situations using the
,
k@ operator in a more natural manner than with either until or atnext
@
[14].,

(Five) Dining Philosophers Problem: We assume that the reader is

familiar with the dining philosophers problem, as originally formulated by
Dijkstra [4]. Suppose we do not require a strict precedence in granting forks
to a philosopher according to the order of the request made, since such
a requirement holds up resources (forks). Instead, we allow philosopher
i's neighbors to get the forks at most twice out of turn after i wishes to
use the forks. Let try-forksi and Ci be the trying and the critical regions,
respectively, of the ith philosopher's process phil i . De ne
3

qi: the scheduler allows phil i or its neighboring processes

(phil (i+1) mod 5, phil (i+4) mod 5 ) arriving after phil i to enter the
respective critical region.
The speci cation for this bounded requirement would be


,
@
3
8i(1  i  5)
(phil i 2 try-forksi )  qi @, (phil i 2 Ci )

2

A Monitor Example: A monitor is a language construct for process
synchronization. A process has to wait on a condition variable, say B; if
it nds that it should not be granted access to a particular section of the
program. Let L be the label at which a process p waits. The operations
de ned on B are wait and signal [10]. The assertion at x means that the
control ow is at the beginning of statement x; after x means that control
has just completed execution of x. De ne the propositions:
wait(B): the associated process waiting on the condition variable
B delays.
signal(B): wake up a process waiting on the condition variable
B.
The usual fairness property for p is
fair(L : wait(B )) :
(at L ^ signal(B ))  (after L)
where the assertion
x means that x is true in nitely often.

23
23
De ne the proposition

3

signal(p,B): signal (B ) wakes process p waiting on B or wakes a
process waiting on B which arrived after p.

The bounded fairness property for p is
bounded-fair
 k (L : wait
 (B )) :

k@ (after L)
at L  signal(p; B) ,
@,
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3 Formal De nition of ,@k@,

We de ne now the syntax and semantics of kTL, the logic with the temporal
k@ . For convenience, we use other well known temporal operaoperator ,
@
, we show that these operators can be expressed in terms of
tors also. Later
,k@ . Consider a language L with atomic sentences q0, q1, : : : , the usual
@,
connectives
:, ^, _, the truth constants T and F , and the temporal conk@ . A
nectives , , (the next instant operator), U , atnext, and ,
@
,
Kripke structure for L is given by
i) a countably in nite sequence, W = f0; 1; : : :g of states (0 is the
initial state).
ii) a mapping  (qi ; j ) 2 ftrue ; false g with every atomic formula qi of L
and every j 2 W .
The mapping  is inductively extended to all formulas as follows:

32

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

 (:q; j ) = true i  (q; j ) = false :
 (p  q; j ) = true i  (p; j ) = false or  (q; j ) = true :
 (p _ q; j ) = true i  (p; j ) = true or  (q; j ) = true :
 (p ^ q; j ) = true i  (p; j ) = true and  (q; j ) = true :
 ( q; j ) = true i  (q; j ) = true for every i > j:
 ( q; j ) = true i  (q; j ) = true for some i > j:
 ( q; j ) = true i  (q; j+1 ) = true :
 (p U q; j ) = true i for some k > j
 (q; k ) = true and  (p; i ) = true for all i; j < i < k:
 (p atnext q; j ) = true i for some k > j
 (p ^ q; k ) = true and  (q; i) = false for all i; j < i < k:
k@ p; m0 ) = true (where k 2 f1; 2; 3; : : :g);
 (q ,
@
, is l  k and m0 < m1 <    < ml such that
i there
for all i; 1  i  l;  (q; m ) = true ;
 (q; j ) = false for all i; j; 1  i  l; mi,1 < j < mi ;
and  (p; m ) = true :
 (T ; j ) = true :
 (F ; j ) = false :

2
3

i

11:
12:

l

We will sometimes refer to well-formed formulae (w s) in the above system
as kTL formulas. We will abuse notation by saying \P is true (false)" when
we really mean  (P ) = true (false), for w P .
5

Observation 1: By convention, the temporal operators are chosen so as
not to include the present state. Our de nitions of U and atnext are \strong"

in the sense that we require the assertion q to hold in the future for the
associated formulas to be true.

Observation 2: A linearly ordered time structure is implied by the assumption of a countably in nite sequence of states. Hence our structure is
valid for an ! -model.

Observation 3: There is a natural correspondence between states of our
process model and W . In fact, a possible sequence of computations chosen
from the processes, called an admissible computation, forms a one-to-one
correspondence with W . The set of all admissible computations is the interleaved model of parallel computation.

4 Expressiveness
Kamp [13] has shown that L( U ), the language with U as the only temporal
connective,1 is as expressive as the rst order theory of linear order. The
latter is given by the set of natural numbers with equality, the binary relation
<, and a set of unary predicates. Based on this result of expressiveness,
L( U ) is said to be expressively complete.
k@ ) is also expressively complete by showing
We now show that L( ,
@
,
that
k@ ) such
 Every w P in L( U ) can be rewritten as a w Q in L( ,
@
that, for every structure , and for every state in ,, Q is true,at state
i in , if and only if P is true at i in ,.

k@ ) can be rewritten as a w Q in L( U ) such
 Every w P in L( ,
@
, , and for every state in ,, Q is true at state
that, for every structure
i in , if and only if P is true at i in ,.

Theorem 1 L( ,
@k@
, ) is at least as powerful as L( U ).

It is understood that the language has atomic sentences and the usual non-temporal
connectives. All languages mentioned in this paper are interpreted in Kripke structures
mentioned in the previous section.
1
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Proof: This follows from the fact that the temporal connective U can be
expressed in terms of ,
@k@
, , as follows:

p U q  (p  q ) ,
@1@, q

(3)

Consider the left-hand side of this identity: its truth in state i means that
q is true in some state j (j > i), and p and :q hold in each state of the
(possibly empty) sequence i+1 ; : : :; j ,1 . Similarly, the right-hand side,
1@ q , is true in state i when q is true at some state j (j > i)
(p  q ) ,
@
, p  q must also be true; at all other states in the sequence
at which time
i+1; : : :; j,1, p  q is false, that is, p is true and q is false.
Other temporal connectives can be expressed succinctly in terms of
,
@
the following results without proof. (Their proofs are
@k, . We stateusing
straightforward
the mappings given in the previous section.)

3p
2p

@, T
 p,
@


,
@
 : :p @, T
@, p
p  T,
@
p atnext q  q ,
@@, p
Since L( U ) is more powerful than L(3) or L(2)) [8], we conclude
from Theorem 1 that L( ,
@k@, ) is more powerful than L(2).
1

1

1

1

@
Theorem 2 L( U ) is at least as powerful as L( ,
@k, ).

Proof: We show that ,
@k@
, can be expressed in terms of U in the following
inductive manner:

q,
@1@
, p  :q U (p ^ q)

,
@
,
@
,
@
k
,
1
1
q @k, p  q @, p _ :q U q @, p for k > 1,

(4)
(5)

The correctness of the base case, k = 1, is fairly obvious (refer to the
mappings in Section 4). For the inductive case, consider rst what it means
k@ p to be true at state m0 : There are 1  l  k subsequent states
for q ,
@
m1 < m,2 <    < ml at which q is true, but between which (for all times x,
7

mi,1  x  mi , 1  i  l) q is false, and, furthermore, p is true at the last
k,@
1 p)), namely that q
one. Comparing this with the meaning of :q U (q ,
@
is false until some state m1 (when it may or may not,be true), and is true
at each of m2 , : : : , ml (for some l0), but false in between, while p is true
at ml , we see that the left-hand side is true when p and q are true at m1 ,
which is covered by the disjunct q ,
@1@, p.
0

0

On the other hand, if the rst disjunct of the right-hand side is true, then
1@ p),
so is the left-hand side. For the right-hand side to be true, when :(q ,
@
, it
p must be false when q is rst true, but true one of the next k , 1 times
is, which also makes the left-hand side true.

Corollary 1 L( ,
@k@
, ) has the same power as L( U ).

k@ .
There is some similarity between the iterated atnext operator and ,
@
,
(The two were proposed independently in [14] and [12], respectively.) Informally, p atnext k q means, \p holds at the kth next state at which q holds"
(but may hold earlier, too). It is straightforward to show that

q,
@k@
,p 
and

k
_
i=1

p atnext i q

(6)

k,1
@
p atnextk q  q ,
@1, (p atnext q) for k > 1

(7)
Succinctness of a formalism is its ability to express properties in short
k@ contributes to the succinctness of expressions
formulas. The operator ,
@
, multiple occurrences of U . In fact, a formula
that would otherwise require
(q1 ^    ^ qm ) ,
@k@, (p1 ^    ^ pn);

where the qi and pj are distinct propositional variables, requires k uses of
U , each referring to all of the q s and ps.

5 Satis ability
Since propositional logic with the until operator is decidable, it follows from
Theorems 1 and 2 that kTL is also decidable. All the same, in this section,
we outline a semantic tableau method (closely related to the analytic tableau
8

method of Smullyan [22]) to obtain a decision procedure for satis ability that
has some interest in its own right.
A kTL formula is elementary if it is a propositional variable, its negation,
or a next time formula (one with as the main, \outermost" connective).
Any other formula is non-elementary. Using the rules of Table 1, algorithm
BUILD shown in Figure 1 decomposes a formula f to construct a tableau
(graph) that comprises a systematic search for an interpretation (model) of
f . The number of nodes in the resultant graph for a nite length formula is
nite. (Fn is the set of formulas labeling node n.)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

::p
p^q
:(p _ q)
: p
p
: p
p_q
:p ^ q
p
: p
p Uq
:(p U q)

2
3

3
2

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

fpg
fp; qg
f:p; :qg
f :pg
f p; 2pg
f :p; :3pg
fpg; fqg
f:pg; f:qg
f pg; f 3pg
f :pg; f :2pg
f qg; f p; (p U q)g
f :p; :qg; f :q; p; :(p U q)g




@ p ! f p; qg; f :q; q ,@ p g
q,
@
,

@,

,
@
,
@
: q @, p ! f :p; qg; f :q; : q @, p g


,
@
,
@
q @k, p ! f p; q g; f :p; q; q @k,, p g;


,
@
f :q; q @k, p g




,
@
,
@
: q @k, p ! f :p; q; : q @k,, p g;


,
@
f :q; : q @k, p g
1

1

1

1

1

1

Table 1: Tableau rules
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Algorithm BUILD
1. Let Fr = ff g, where r is the initial node.
2. A decomposed formula f is marked f  to avoid its repeated decomposition. The next two steps are repeatedly applied.
3. If Fn contains an unmarked, non-elementary formula g whose decomposition rule yields S1 ; S2 ; : : :; Sm , then, for every Si , form
ni = (Fn , fg g) [ fS1; : : :; Smg [ fg g. If the graph already has a
node labeled ni , form an edge from n to this node. Otherwise, create
a new node labeled ni . Thus, every non-elementary formula that has
not been decomposed is expanded using the decomposition rules.
4. Otherwise (when Fn has elementary or marked formulas only), remove
the outermost from all the nexttime formulas and create edges to
existing nodes whose outermost has been removed, or else (if such a
node does not exist) create a new node labeled by only those formulas
whose outermost has been removed.
Figure 1: Algorithm to construct the semantic tableau for a kTL formula.
Algorithm REMOVE of Figure 2 checks for satis ability, using the
graph produced by BUILD. It removes nodes that are unsatis able from
the tableau. Following Ben-Ari, et al. [2], we call a node containing only elementary or marked formulas a state. An eventuality formula is a temporal
formula whose tableau decomposition yields two or more subformulas, one
of which contains itself as a subformula (rules 9{16 in Table 1). In a graph
containing these formulas, it is possible that the eventualities are never satis ed by some paths which inde nitely postponed its evaluation. In rules
9{12 of Table 1, let its nite subformula be the rst set in the decomposition. To check satis ability of eventuality formulas, we de ne nite-term
node(s) for each eventuality formula. An eventuality formula given in rules
9{12 is said to have a nite-term node if there exists a path from the node
labeled by this formula to a state labeled by its nite subformula. For fork@ (rules 13{16), the nite term node de nitions are
mulas involving ,
@
,
k@ p is said to have nite-term nodes if there
more involved. A formula q ,
@
, by this formula that includes i (1  i  k)
exists a path from a node labeled
10

Algorithm REMOVE
1. Remove any node containing a formula and its negation.
2. Remove any node, all successors of which have been removed.
3. Remove the child of any state, or the initial state, if it contains an
eventuality formula not having nite-term nodes.
Figure 2: Algorithm to remove unsatis able nodes
distinct states, each of which is labeled f p; q g. (The need for this seemingly complicated de nition can be understood by building a tableau for
1@ p).) A formula :(q ,k@ p) is
the unsatis able formula (:p ^ q ) ^ (q ,
@
@, by
said to have nite-term nodes if there exists,a path from a node labeled
this formula that includes exactly k distinct states, each of which is labeled
f (:p); qg.

Theorem 3 (Satis ability) Let G be the graph resulting from applying

algorithms BUILD and REMOVE to a formula f . Then f is satis able if
and only if the initial node is in G.

This can be proved using the techniques suggested by Smullyan [22] and
Wolper [23].

6 Applications
In [11], the second author introduced a new synchronization primitive called
the Distributed Synchronizer, which is particularly suited for implementation on large shared memory multiprocessors. It was shown there that for
a multiprocessor with n processing elements, the DSP and DSV operations
(the usual P and V operations implemented with the distributed synchronizer) are (2n , (1 + log2 n))-bounded fair.
In this section, we show that Dekker's solution to the two process mutual
exclusion problem [4, 15] is not k-bounded fair for any xed value of k. A
rigorous proof is tedious; an informal proof follows the algorithm:
11

I: t := 1; y1 := y2 := false ;
Process 1
l0: execute
l1: y1 := true
l2: if y2 = false then goto l7
l3: if t = 1 then goto l2
l4: y1 := false
l5: loop until t = 1
l6: goto l1
l7: t := 2
l8: y1 := false
l9: goto l0

Process 2
m0: execute
m1: y2 := true
m2: if y1 = false then goto m7
m3: if t = 2 then goto m2
m4: y2 := false
m5: loop until t = 2
m6: goto m1
m7: t := 1
m8: y2 := false
m9: goto m0

According to the process model of Section 2, Ti = fx1; : : :; x6g; Ci =
fx7; x8g; Ei = fx9g; R1 = fx0g. For i = 1, x is l, and x is m for i = 2.
For process p1, the k-bounded fairness requirements are:


@ after l2
k+1
a) ((p1 2 T1) ^ (p2 2 T2))  (after l2) _ (after m2 ) ,
@,


k@ after l2
b) ((p1 2 T1) ^ (p2 62 T2))  (after l2) _ (after m2) ,
@,

Assume that the processor executing Process 1 is at l5 and that it takes
a long time to execute l5 (we make no assumptions about the relative speeds
of processes). Meanwhile, the processor executing Process 2 executes m7 ,
: : : , m1, and is at m2 . It still nds that y1 = false , since l5 and l6 are not
complete. Thus, it enters its critical region though p1 2 T1. This, in fact,
can happen any number of times. Hence, the algorithm is not k-bounded
fair for any xed value of k. It is fair, since Process 1 will eventually be able
to enter its critical region (an instruction takes only a nite amount of time
to execute).
In the examples that we have chosen, the bound is (2n , (1 + log2 n))
for DSP and DSV, and is unbounded for Dekker's algorithm. We have
investigated other concurrent algorithms for bounded fairness. Peterson's
two process mutual exclusion algorithm [18] is 2-bounded fair since it permits
a process executing in its trying region to be overtaken at most once. The
solution to the dining philosophers problem utilizing monitors presented in
Ben-Ari [1] is 1-bounded fair.
12

7 Discussion
Most fairness properties involve the temporal concept \eventually." Eventuality, however, is a weak concept with which to specify and prove properties
of many real-time concurrent programs. We have introduced a stronger
notion of fairness called k-bounded fairness. The de nition is elegant because time is not explicit, though the idea of bounded fairness would seem
to require it. We have formalized this notion by introducing a new binary
k@ into the linear temporal logic with the operators
operator ,
and
@
, new operator we are able to express a variety of fairness
. With the
notions from strict fo fairness to eventuality. We have shown that the extended temporal logic is quite powerful. We have used it to specify a few
standard concurrent programming problems and to study mutual exclusion
algorithms for bounded fairness.
This work can be extended in various ways:

2

3

 A number of related operators merit investigation:
{ There is a dual notion,
q

k

p  :(q ,
@k@, :p)

(p is true each of the next k instants q is).
{ The assertion, \p is true the kth time q is, but not before," denoted
=@
k p, can be expressed in terms of the ,k@ operator as
q,
@
,
@,
follows:

q,
@=1@
, p  q ,@1@, p


 

q,
@@
,k p  : q ,@k,@, p ^ q ,@k@, p
=

1



for k > 1.

k@ p, p atnext k q ,
We have now a spectrum of related operators: q ,
@
,
=@
k p, and q k p. Each refers to the next k times q is true. The
q,
@,
rst asks only that p be true at one of them; the second demands that
it be true at the kth occurrence speci cally; the third adds that it not
be true before; the last requires p to be true at all of them. It might
be interesting to see what the natural applications for these various
operators are.

13

 kTL incorporates only the future fragment of time. There is a natural
extension to the past by allowing k to be a negative integer. Though

inclusion of the past would not add expressive power to the logic,
perhaps the extended logic would allow simpler speci cations, simpler
proofs of past program behavior, or the like.
 Another possible extension is to allow quanti cation of k. We might
consider a restricted logic in which k is quanti ed but the non-temporal
variables are not. Is the restricted logic, with k quanti ed, decidable?
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Footnotes

1. It is implicitly understood that the language has atomic sentences and
the usual non-temporal connectives. All languages mentioned in this
paper are interpreted in Kripke structures mentioned in the previous
section.
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